Tracking Congress, Legislation, and Politics

Gain insight and details into the latest legislation, hearings, and political debates that influence energy and environmental policy.

PUBLISHES BY 7:00 AM

Political Context
Keep on top of the major legislation, hearings, and political context of energy and environmental policy. Get insights into the interactions between the executive branch and Congress and key political races that may impact the industry.

Action of the Week
Get up-to-speed quickly with a preview of the floor votes to committee markups to negotiations so you can track key actions. Published on Mondays to help you plan your week.

Custom Calendar of Committee Schedules
Read simple explanations of what’s in appropriations and other bills, all in one place to stay on top of committee schedules.

Profiles and Interviews
Learn about key lawmakers and their staff through regular profiles and one-on-one interviews and hear from advocates who are shaping legislation. Find out which congressional leaders have built energy and environmental policy into their legislative priorities.

Top Coverage Areas
- Energy and environment legislation
- Behind-the-scenes negotiations and lobbying
- Interactions between the White House and Congress
- Key political races
- Insights from lawmakers, staffers, and advocates
- Congressional, state, and agency staff updates